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DEGHOSTING SURVEY DATA

Cross-Reference to Related Application

[0001] This claims the benefit under 35 U.S.C. § 119(e) of U.S. Provisional Application

No. 61/715,408, filed October 18, 2012, which is hereby incorporated by reference.

Background

[0002] Survey data can be collected and processed to produce a representation (e.g. image,

model, etc.) of a subsurface structure. In some implementations, survey data includes seismic

survey data collected using seismic survey equipment. The seismic survey equipment

includes one or more seismic sources that are activated to produce seismic wavefields

propagated into the subsurface structure. A part of the seismic wavefields is reflected from

the subsurface structure and detected by seismic receivers that are part of the survey

equipment.

[0003] Seismic surveying can be performed in a marine environment. An issue associated

with marine seismic surveying is the presence of ghost data. Ghost data refers to data in

measured survey data resulting from reflections from an air-water interface of the marine

environment. A seismic wavefield generated by a seismic source is propagated generally

downwardly into the subsurface structure. A reflected seismic wavefield (that is in response

to the seismic wavefield propagated by the seismic source) propagates generally upwardly

toward an arrangement of seismic receivers. In the marine environment, where receivers are

generally positioned beneath the water surface, the seismic wavefield reflected from the

subsurface structure continues to propagate upward past the receivers towards the air-water

interface, where the seismic wavefield is reflected back downwardly.

[0004] This reflected, generally downwardly traveling seismic wavefield from the air-

water interface is detected by the seismic receivers as ghost data, which appears in measured

survey data collected by the seismic receivers. The presence of ghost data can result in

reduced accuracy when generating a representation of the subsurface structure based on the

measured survey data.



Summary

[0005] In general, based at least in part on a frequency dependent reflection operator, a

wavefield propagating in a survey environment is computed, where the reflection operator

represents a wavefield reflection from an interface that causes ghost data in survey data

measured for a target structure in the survey environment. Deghosted survey data is

generated based at least in part on the computed wavefield.

[0006] Other or alternative features will become apparent from the following description,

from the drawings, and from the claims.

Brief Description Of The Drawings

[0007] Some embodiments are described with respect to the following figures.

[0008] Figs. 1 and 3 are schematic diagrams of example marine survey arrangements for

collecting survey data regarding a subsurface structure.

[0009] Fig. 2 is a flow diagram of a deghosting procedure according to some

implementations.

[0010] Fig. 4 is a block diagram of an example control system according to some

implementations.

Detailed Description

[001 1] In the ensuing discussion, reference is made to performing deghosting according to

some implementations in a marine survey environment. Note, however, that techniques or

mechanisms according to some implementations can also be applied in land-based survey

environments or wellbore-based survey environments in which ghost data can appear in

measured survey data measured by one or more survey receivers.

[0012] Moreover, although reference is made to performing surveying to characterize a

subsurface structure, techniques or mechanisms according to some implementations can also

be applied to perform surveys of other structures, such as human tissue, a mechanical

structure, plant tissue, animal tissue, a solid volume, a substantially solid volume, a liquid

volume, a gas volume, a plasma volume, a volume of space near and/or outside the

atmosphere of a planet, asteroid, comet, moon, or other body, and so forth. In addition, the



following describes seismic sources and seismic receivers that are part of seismic survey

equipment. In other implementations, other types of survey equipment can be used, which

can include other types of survey sources and survey receivers.

[0013] Fig. 1 illustrates an example marine survey arrangement that includes a marine

vessel 100 for towing a streamer 102 (or other type of carrier) that includes seismic receivers

104. In addition, the marine vessel 100 (or a different marine vessel) can tow a seismic

source assembly 114, which has at least one seismic source 116. Although just one streamer

102 and one seismic source assembly 114 are depicted in Fig. 1, it is noted that there can be

more than one streamer and/or more than one seismic source assembly in other examples.

[0014] In other examples, instead of towing one or more streamers that carry survey

receivers, a water bottom cable (deployed on the water bottom surface 118) can be used,

where the water bottom cable carries survey receivers.

[0015] In examples according to Fig. 1, the marine vessel 100 tows the streamer 102 and

seismic source assembly 114 through a body of water 108 above a water bottom surface 118

(e.g. seafloor). A subsurface structure 110 is located below the bottom surface 118, and the

subsurface structure 110 includes at least one subsurface element 112 of interest. Examples

of the subsurface element 112 can include a hydrocarbon-bearing reservoir, a freshwater

aquifer, a gas injection zone, or other subsurface element of interest.

[0016] Fig. 1 further depicts an arrow 120 that represents a seismic wavefield generated

by the seismic source 116 and traveling generally downwardly into the subsurface structure

110. A portion of the seismic wavefield 120 is reflected from the subsurface structure 110,

and travels generally upwardly (as indicated by arrow 122) toward the streamer 102. The

upgoing seismic wavefield (122) is detected by the seismic receivers 104 of the streamer 102

[0017] The upgoing seismic wavefield (122) continues to travel upwardly until the

wavefield reaches the air-water interface (106), where the seismic wavefield is reflected

generally downwardly (as indicated by arrow 124). The reflected downgoing seismic

wavefield (124) is also detected at the seismic receivers 104, which causes ghost data to

appear in the measured survey data collected by the seismic receivers 104. The ghost data

can constructively and destructively interfere with the upgoing wavefield. This interference



is detrimental to the seismic data since it causes amplitude and phase distortions and can

result in total elimination of frequencies near the so-called ghost notch frequency.

[0018] For simplicity, Fig. 1 depicts an example that includes just one instance of a source

downgoing wavefield 120, a reflected upgoing wavefield 122, and a reflected downgoing

wavefield 124. In an actual survey environment, there can be many instances of the various

downgoing and upgoing wavefields. Also, in other examples including more than one

seismic source 116, there can be additional instances of the various wavefields.

[0019] Generally, an upgoing wavefield refers to a wavefield that travels in a direction

that has at least one directional component that is in the vertical up direction. Similarly, a

downgoing wavefield refers to a wavefield that travels in a direction that has at least one

directional component that is in the vertical down direction.

[0020] Fig. 1 further depicts a control system 130 deployed at the marine vessel 100. The

control system 130 can be used to control activation of the seismic source assembly 114. The

control system 130 can also receive measurement data (containing measured survey data)

collected by the seismic receivers 104. In some examples, the control system 130 is able to

process the collected measurement data, such as to develop an image, a model, or other

representation of the subsurface structure 110. In other examples, the collected measurement

data from the seismic receivers 104 can be communicated to a remote system for further

processing.

[0021] The processing performed by the control system 130 or by another system can

further include deghosting according to some implementations for deghosting measurement

data received by the seismic receivers 104. Deghosting measured survey data refers to

removing or mitigating an effect of reflection from the air-water interface 106 (or other type

of interface).

[0022] In the example of Fig. 1, the air-water interface 106 is an interface that reflects

wavefields that cause ghost data to be present in survey data measured for a target structure in

a survey environment. In other examples, other interfaces can cause ghost data. For

example, in a land-based survey arrangement or a wellbore survey arrangement, the ground

surface may be the interface that causes ghost data to be present in measured survey data. In



other examples in which the target structure being surveyed is a non-subterranean structure,

another type of interface can cause presence of ghost data in measured survey data.

[0023] In performing deghosting, a reflection operator can be used to simulate reflection

of a wavefield from an interface (such as the air-water interface 106 of Fig. 1) that models

ghost data present in measured survey data. However, inaccuracies in the reflection operator

(or ghost model) can produce artifacts, when performing the deghosting, at frequencies at

which signals (such as signals corresponding to a source wavefield produced by a survey

source) are not expected to be present or are expected to be very weak. For example, if a

ghost notch (i.e. almost no energy) is expected at 15 Hertz (Hz), but in reality the ghost notch

is present at 20 Hz and hence substantial energy is present at 15 Hz instead of almost no

energy, application of an inaccurate inverse of the reflection operator in performing the

deghosting may amplify or boost a signal that is much stronger than expected. This can lead

to artifacts in data. There may be other reasons that may result in an inaccurate model for the

ghost data, as embodied by the reflection operator, which may the cause artifacts upon the

application of the deghosting.

[0024] In accordance with some implementations, Fig. 2 depicts a deghosting procedure

200, which can be performed by the control system 130 of Fig. 1 or by another system. The

deghosting procedure 200 computes (at 202), using a frequency-dependent reflection

operator, a wavefield propagating in a survey environment. In accordance with some

implementations, the frequency-dependent reflection operator represents wavefield reflection

from an interface, which is a cause of ghost data in measured survey data. In some examples,

the frequency-dependent reflection operator can specify different amounts of wavefield

reflection from the interface at respective different frequencies, such as frequencies of

respective different frequency ranges. For example, a reflection coefficient of the reflection

operator can be assigned a first value in a first frequency range, and the reflection coefficient

can be assigned a different value in a second, different frequency range. The first frequency

range can be a frequency range below a specified frequency threshold, for example. The

second frequency range can include frequencies greater than the frequencies of the first

frequency range. The first frequency range corresponds, for example, to those frequencies at

which signals are not present or weak.



[0025] The deghosting procedure 200 generates (at 204) deghosted survey data using the

computed wavefield. The deghosting removes effects of wavefield reflections from the

interface, where the wavefield reflections are represented by the frequency-dependent

reflection operator

[0026] The following describes details regarding examples relating to generating a

downgoing wavefield using a frequency-dependent reflection operator, according to some

implementations. Although not expressly specified, the following equations are dependent

on frequency.

[0027] It is noted that the following provides some examples of determining deghosted

survey data using a frequency-dependent reflection operator. In other implementations, other

techniques of determining deghosted survey data using a frequency-dependent reflection

operator can be used.

[0028] A model of upgoing wavefields in a frequency-slowness domain on a flat reference

surface at a free surface (e.g. a surface corresponding to locations of survey receivers) is

represented as follows:

Ρ Ρ ι )

m
up (p

(Eq. 1)

where

(N

? = ( pm - pm ) /(^V - l).

In addition, in Eq. 1, P up represents an upgoing wavefield. Eq. 1 expresses various upgoing

wavefields P u as functions of different slownesses ( ,
2

) · Slowness is the inverse of

apparent velocity across an imaginary horizontal receiver array. The parameters p m „ and

Pmax specify a predefined minimum slowness value and maximum slowness value,



respectively. The parameter N represents a number (greater than one) of spectral

components, and the parameter Ap represents the spectral slowness resolution. N or ∆ρ can

be chosen to avoid aliasing (wrap-around) in the space domain.

[0029] Measured survey data, as measured by survey receivers, is represented as follows:

P up+down x z )

P up+down x , z )
(Eq. 2)

pup+down

where x ,x2, ... , X M ( > 1) represents survey receiver positions along an inline x direction

(e.g. direction of tow of a streamer of survey receivers), and z ,z2, ..., zM represent depths of

respective receiver depths. In Eq. 2, Pup+down (xl ,z ) , where i = 1 to M, represents a measured

wavefield that includes both upgoing and downgoing components at survey receiver i that is

located at position x z;) along the streamer. The measured survey data represented in Eq. 2

is in the frequency-space domain.

[0030] In some examples, the survey receivers of a streamer (e.g. the streamer 102 in Fig.

1) are generally provided at the same depth. In such examples, the values of z1 z2 , ... ,zM are

the same. In other words, the measured survey data would be a function of the inline

positions (in the x direction), but not of depth (in the z direction).

[003 1] However, in other examples, the streamer can be a slanted (or variable-depth)

streamer, such as a streamer 302 depicted in Fig. 3. Survey receivers 304 along the slanted

streamer 302 are at different depths. In such examples, the values of z1 z2, ... ,zM would be

different for respective survey receivers 304 along the slanted streamer 302.

[0032] The measured survey data represented by Eq. 2 is known, since the measured

survey data is acquired by survey receivers. The upgoing wavefields represented by the

model m are unknown quantities that are to be derived.



[0033] To compute the upgoing wavefields represented by m , the following equation is

solved:

= G x m (Eq. 3)

[0034] In Eq. 3, G represents a forward model matrix (or other data structure) having

entries with values based on a frequency-dependent reflection operator. Eq. 3 represents a

forward model, which is inverted to solve for m (the unknown upgoing wavefields).

Inversion of the forward model can be based on use of any of various techniques for solving

for unknown quantities in a forward model, such as a least-squares technique, a basis pursuit

denoise technique, and so forth.

[0035] In some examples, G represents a mixed-domain forward model matrix expressed

as follows:

(Eq. 4)

[0036] The mixed-domain forward model matrix G relates the unknown upgoing

wavefields, expressed by m (Eq. 1), to the known total wavefield data expressed by d (Eq.

2) (which includes both upgoing and downgoing wavefields) measured at the survey

receivers of the streamer. In Eq. 4, ω represents frequency and r represents a frequency-

dependent reflection operator according to some implementations.

[0037] In examples according to Eq. 4, the frequency-dependent operator r is a reflection

coefficient representative of reflection from an interface that causes ghost data in measured

survey data. The reflection coefficient r is multiplied to each term e
j (P

in Eq. 4, where q

(vertical slowness) is represented as q = q p = — p 2 , and c represents the velocity of

sound in the medium (e.g. water) in which the wavefield propagates.

[0038] In other implementations, the reflection coefficient r in Eq. 4 can be used as a

multiplier of other terms in Eq. 4.



[0039] The foregoing examples employ a space-slowness formulation. In further

examples, a space-wavenumber formulation (instead of the formulation expressed in terms of

slowness and space set forth above) can be obtained in similar fashion, if the following

relationships are provided:

k x = ωρ , and

[0040] A wavenumber is a spatial frequency of a wavefield. With the space-wavenumber

formulation, the deghosted survey data is calculated as a function of wavenumbers.

[0041] In some examples, to reduce low-frequency artifacts due to deghosting, the

reflection coefficient r for low frequencies (below a predefined frequency threshold) can be

set to a low value, such as zero or some other low value. Although reference is made to an

example relating to low-frequency artifacts, note that the frequency-dependent reflection

coefficient r can be used to reduce deghosting artifacts at other frequencies.

[0042] Fig. 4 illustrates an example control system 130 according to some

implementations. The control system 130 includes a deghosting module 402, which can be

implemented as machine-readable instructions executable on one or multiple processors 404.

The deghosting module 402 can perform tasks as discussed above, such as those of Fig. 2.

The control system 130 can be implemented with a computer system, or with a distributed

arrangement of computer systems. A processor can include a microprocessor,

microcontroller system, processor module or subsystem, programmable integrated circuit,

programmable gate array, or another control or computing device.

[0043] The processor(s) 404 is (are) connected to a storage medium (or storage media)

406, which can store measurement data 408 collected by the survey receivers. The control

system 130 also includes a network interface 410 to allow the control system 130 to

communicate with another system, such as with the streamer 102 to collect the measurement

data, or with another system that communicates the measurement data to the control system

130.



[0044] The storage medium (or storage media) 406 can be implemented as one or more

computer-readable or machine-readable storage media. The storage media include different

forms of memory including semiconductor memory devices such as dynamic or static random

access memories (DRAMs or SRAMs), erasable and programmable read-only memories

(EPROMs), electrically erasable and programmable read-only memories (EEPROMs) and

flash memories; magnetic disks such as fixed, floppy and removable disks; other magnetic

media including tape; optical media such as compact disks (CDs) or digital video disks

(DVDs); or other types of storage devices. Note that the instructions discussed above can be

provided on one computer-readable or machine-readable storage medium, or alternatively,

can be provided on multiple computer-readable or machine-readable storage media

distributed in a large system having possibly plural nodes. Such computer-readable or

machine-readable storage medium or media is (are) considered to be part of an article (or

article of manufacture). An article or article of manufacture can refer to any manufactured

single component or multiple components. The storage medium or media can be located

either in the machine running the machine-readable instructions, or located at a remote site

from which machine-readable instructions can be downloaded over a network for execution.

[0045] In general, according to some implementations, based at least in part on a

frequency dependent reflection operator, a wavefield propagating in a survey environment is

computed, where the reflection operator represents a wavefield reflection from an interface

that causes ghost data in survey data measured for a target structure in the survey

environment. Deghosted survey data is generated based at least in part on the computed

wavefield.

[0046] In general, according to further or other implementations, the reflection operator

specifies a first amount of wavefield reflection from the interface in a first frequency range,

and a second, different amount of wavefield reflection from the interface in a second,

different frequency range.

[0047] In general, according to further or other implementations, the reflection operator

comprises a frequency-dependent reflection coefficient with values that vary with frequency.

[0048] In general, according to further or other implementations, a forward model that

includes the frequency-dependent reflection coefficient is provided.



[0049] In general, according to further or other implementations, computing the wavefield

comprises solving for an upgoing wavefield using the forward model.

[0050] In general, according to further or other implementations, solving for the upgoing

wavefield comprises inverting the forward model that is based at least in part on a forward

model matrix and the measured survey data, the forward model matrix containing values

computed using the frequency-dependent coefficient.

[005 1] In general, according to further or other implementations, computing the wavefield

comprises computing an upgoing wavefield.

[0052] In general, according to further or other implementations, computing the wavefield

comprises computing a plurality of wavefields at different slownesses or different

wavenumbers.

[0053] In general, according to some implementations, a system includes a storage

medium to store measured survey data, and at least one processor configured to deghost the

measured survey data by removing an effect of a wavefield reflected from an interface that

causes ghost data in the measured survey data, where the deghosting of the measured survey

data uses a frequency-dependent reflection operator that represents different amounts of

wavefield reflections at corresponding frequencies from the interface.

[0054] In general, according to further or other implementations, the deghosting employs

a model that is based at least in part on values computed using the frequency-dependent

reflection operator.

[0055] In general, according to further or other implementations, the model includes the

measured survey data and a data structure having the values.

[0056] In general, according to further or other implementations, the values are further

dependent upon positions of survey receivers that acquired the measured survey data.

[0057] In general, according to further or other implementations, the frequency-dependent

reflection operator reduces wavefield reflection in at least one frequency range.



[0058] In general, according to further or other implementations, the at least one

frequency range includes frequencies below a predefined frequency threshold.

[0059] In general, according to further or other implementations, the deghosted survey

data includes upgoing wavefields.

[0060] In general, according to some implementations, an article comprises at least one

machine-readable storage medium storing instructions that upon execution cause a system to

deghost measured survey data relating to a target structure by removing an effect of a

wavefield reflected from an interface that causes ghost data in the measured survey data,

where the deghosting of the measured survey data uses a frequency-dependent reflection

operator that represents different wavefield reflections at corresponding frequencies from the

interface.

[0061] In general, according to further or other implementations, the instructions upon

execution cause the system to further receive the measured survey data acquired by survey

receivers.

[0062] In general, according to further or other implementations, the measured survey data

is from the survey receivers that include seismic receivers.

[0063] In general, according to further or other implementations, the measured survey data

is from the survey receivers arranged on a carrier in marine survey environment.

[0064] In the foregoing description, numerous details are set forth to provide an

understanding of the subject disclosed herein. However, implementations may be practiced

without some of these details. Other implementations may include modifications and

variations from the details discussed above. It is intended that the appended claims cover

such modifications and variations.



What is claimed is:

1. A method, comprising:

computing, based at least in part on a frequency dependent reflection operator, a

wavefield propagating in a survey environment, wherein the reflection operator represents a

wavefield reflection from an interface that causes ghost data in survey data measured for a

target structure in the survey environment; and

generating deghosted survey data based at least in part on the computed wavefield.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the reflection operator specifies a first amount of

wavefield reflection from the interface in a first frequency range, and a second, different

amount of wavefield reflection from the interface in a second, different frequency range.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein the reflection operator comprises a frequency-

dependent reflection coefficient with values that vary with frequency.

4. The method of claim 3, further comprising:

providing a forward model that includes the frequency-dependent reflection

coefficient.

5. The method of claim 4, wherein computing the wavefield comprises solving for an

upgoing wavefield using the forward model.

6. The method of claim 5, wherein solving for the upgoing wavefield comprises

inverting the forward model that is based at least in part on a forward model matrix and the

measured survey data, the forward model matrix containing values computed using the

frequency-dependent coefficient.

7. The method of claim 1, wherein computing the wavefield comprises computing an

upgoing wavefield.



8. The method of claim 1, wherein computing the wavefield comprises computing a

plurality of wavefields at different slownesses or different wavenumbers.

9. A system comprising:

a storage medium to store measured survey data; and

at least one processor configured to:

deghost the measured survey data by removing an effect of a wavefield

reflected from an interface that causes ghost data in the measured survey data, wherein the

deghosting of the measured survey data uses a frequency-dependent reflection operator that

represents different amounts of wavefield reflections at corresponding frequencies from the

interface.

10. The system of claim 9, wherein the deghosting employs a model that is based at least

in part on values computed using the frequency-dependent reflection operator.

11. The system of claim 10, wherein the model includes the measured survey data and a

data structure having the values.

12. The system of claim 11, wherein the values are further dependent upon positions of

survey receivers that acquired the measured survey data.

13. The system of claim 9, wherein the frequency-dependent reflection operator reduces

wavefield reflection in at least one frequency range.

14. The system of claim 13, wherein the at least one frequency range includes frequencies

below a predefined frequency threshold.

15. The system of claim 9, wherein the deghosted survey data includes upgoing

wavefields.



16. An article comprising at least one machine-readable storage medium storing

instructions that upon execution cause a system to:

deghost measured survey data relating to a target structure by removing an effect of a

wavefield reflected from an interface that causes ghost data in the measured survey data,

wherein the deghosting of the measured survey data uses a frequency-dependent reflection

operator that represents different wavefield reflections at corresponding frequencies from the

interface.

17. The article of claim 16, wherein the instructions upon execution cause the system to

further receive the measured survey data acquired by survey receivers.

18. The article of claim 17, wherein the measured survey data is from the survey receivers

that include seismic receivers.

19. The article of claim 17, wherein the measured survey data is from the survey receivers

arranged on a carrier in marine survey environment.
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